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SPEEK.
We Know What Success Sounds Like.

MEET THE FOUNDER

Hey! I’m Emma Brown-Garrett,

Public Speaker, Vocal Expression Specialist, Enunciation Expert &
Communications Connoisseuse - because I know that

raising your words means raising your potential.
I created Speek in 2021, to serve the increasing demand for BADASS FEMALE SPEAKERS!
With no other platform out there utilizing the talent of inspiring, motivating and engaging
female voices alone; I knew it was time to create, an exclusive hub for hiring professional
and affordable female Public Speakers, inspirational female Storytellers, engaging female
Celebrant’s, Emcee’s, Auctioneers and Keynote Speakers all charged with that
#savvywoman energy that your event has been seriously missing out on. This. Whole. Entire.
Time!
Throughout my many years attending events and conferences, I have seen firsthand how
your choice of public speaker can seriously make or break an event - no, really. That’s why
at Speek, our small and helpful team’s sole focus, is to help you achieve that motivational
event, elite campaign or memorable occasion, through exceptional, female speakers who
fully align with your brand values, and whose expertise lies within accelerating your
impact, increasing your engagement and skyrocketing your income, all of which come hand
in hand with the successful transmission of your intended message.
LEARN MORE HERE >>

OUR STORY/ABOUT

Speek understands that organising a successful event, occasion or campaign involves a
whole lotta’ hard work and with the added pressure of finding the perfect speaker that will
represent your business flawlessly - things can get daunting.
So, as an exclusive hub for hiring professional and affordable female public speakers, we
come equipped, wholeheartedly, to take that pressure off. To skyrocket you from just talk,
to total success - to the leading industry expert that you truly aspire to be. - After all, we
know what success sounds like.

Through unique storytelling, motivational speaking and captivating educational insight into
the areas that best serve your objective and target audience, our public speakers - all
experts and leaders in their fields, are ready and available today to help elevate your brand,
mission and message - at your next upcoming event.
Speek makes pulling off that outstanding occasion, reaching a new audience or motivating
and engaging with an existing one, easy. So, whether you’re looking for a public speaker
who can inspire, entertain or educate, we have an expert for you.
LET’S SPEEK NOW >>

